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ABSTRACT
We exploit the directional awareness of circularly and/or elliptically polarized light propagating within media which ex-
hibit high numbers of scattering events. By tracking the Stokes vector of the detected light on the Poincare´ sphere, we
demonstrate its applicability for characterization of anisotropy of scattering. A phenomenological model is shown to have
an excellent agreement with the experimental data and with the results obtained by the polarization tracking Monte Carlo
model, developed in house. By analogy to diffusing-wave spectroscopy we call this approach diffusing-wave polarimetry,
and illustrate its utility in probing cancerous and non-cancerous tissue samplesin vitro for diagnostic purposes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Optical techniques have long been of interest for a number of diagnostic applications including biomedicine, as they have
a unique ability to observe a wide range of structural, dynamic and functional properties of the medium being probed.
This analysis can be carried out at micro- and macroscopic levels in situ, non-invasively, and in real-time, adding to it’s
attractiveness. Recently, optical modalities utilizing the polarization of light have gained much attention, especially in
the field of biomedical optics.1 A number of studies have already taken advantage of polarization information contained
within scattered light, with the techniques such as polarization discrimination, ellipsometry, and Muller matrix imaging.1–3
Traditional polarimetry and ellipsometry methods are used for characterization of transparent media and thin films, while
Mueller Matrix-based polarimetry is applied to image thin tissue samples and characterize the depolarizing effect a sample
has on incident light.2, 3 The depolarization rate depends strongly on the size and shape of scattering particles,4, 5 as well as
on the number of scattering events.6
A popular belief is that in turbid scattering media, linear polarization is better preserved than circular polarization.
However, this turns out to be true only when the particle size d is smaller than the wavelength λ of incident light. Small
light scattering particles (d < λ) are better at preserving linear polarization, whereas in media consisting of larger particle
sizes (d ≥ λ), circular polarization is preserved longer. This phenomenon, known as polarization memory,7–9 was explained
in terms of specific features of the Mie tensor phase function,10 and allows for the scattering length required to randomize
the helicity of incident light lx to be greater than the transport mean free path ltr.
In the current letter we consider the ‘directional awareness’ of scattered circularly polarized light and introduce its use
for diagnostic purposes. It is well known that when reflected from the medium surface, incident circularly or elliptically
polarized light of a given handedness of polarization undergoes a flip in its helicity.11 The same goes for backscattered
light (Figure 1). Thus, if the angle between the incident k and scattered k
′
wave vectors θ = k̂k
′
> pi/2 the scattered light
will have a reversed helicity (Figure 1). While, with θ < pi/2 the helicity remains the same. This helicity flip phenomenon
is of fundamental importance. Linear polarization possesses no such sense of the direction in which it travels.
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Figure 1. Schematic presentation of forward and backscattered polarized light. When light with right handed circular polarization (RCP)
is scattered in the forward direction its helicity is preserved, whereas for backscattered light, the phase shift δ between the Ex and Ey
field components is reversed, causing the light to switch from right to the left handed circular polarization (LCP).
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Considering the propagation of circularly or elliptically polarized light through a turbid medium where multiple scattering
events occur, light that has backscattered an odd number of times will correspond to a reversal in helicity, and, thus, con-
tribute the cross polarized portion of the detected signal. Whereas, light which experienced an even number of backscatter-
ing events contributes to the co-polarized signal, i.e. an even number of helicity changes have not changed the handedness
of the incident light. Assuming that for a photon packet to be detected with a reversed helicity, there are two conditions
it requires to be satisfy: firstly, it must undergo an odd number of backscattering events each with pi/2 < θ < 3pi/2 (see
Figure 1). Secondly, these scattering events must take the photon packet through the medium in such a way as to allow
it to be detected; i.e. exit the medium within the detection zone and with an appropriate trajectory. By multiplying the
probability of satisfying the first condition after N scattering events p−(N), with the conditional probability of satisfying
the second condition after N scattering events pd(N)|p−(N), we get the probability of detecting a photon packet with a
reversed helicity as a function of its scattering order N. This is represented by R−(N), where
R−(N) = p−(N)
[
pd(N)|p−(N)] . (1)
Note, the conditional probability must be taken as the two distributions are not independent (the outcome of one event will
effect the probability of the other). It follows that the probability of detecting photons with a co-polarized helicity relative
to the source is defined as:
R+(N) = p+(N)
[
pd(N)|p+(N)] . (2)
Assuming that the medium consists of identical non-interacting particles whose anisotropy of scattering can described by
the Henyey−Greenstein phase function:12
p(θ) =
1
4pi
1 − g2(
1 + g2 − 2g cos θ)3/2 , (3)
the probability of a photon being backscattered (S −) or forward-scattered (S +) by one of these particles can be found by
integrating the phase function over all rear angles, or over all frontal angles. We denote these probabilities, respectively,
as:
S − =
∫ 3
2 pi
pi
2
p(θ)dθ , S + =
∫ pi
2
− pi2
p(θ)dθ. (4)
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Now, the probability of a photon packet being in a reversed helicity state after N scattering events can be found by
adding the probabilities of all possible ways the photon packet can be detected in a reversed state:
p−(N) =
m∑
j=1,3,5,...
N!
j!(N − j)!S
j
−S
N− j
+ , (5)
where the sum is over all odd integers between 1 and N, and m is the highest odd integer contained in this set. This
function shows the number of scattering events required to randomize a photon’s helicity by how long it takes p− and p+
to be equalized, i.e. to reach a value of 0.5 (note p+ = 1 − p−). We refer to the number of scattering events required to
achieve this random helicity as Nx.
Next, we consider the conditional probabilities of detection pd(N)|p−(N) and pd(N)|p+(N). These distributions are
heavily influenced by the geometry of the source and detector as well as by the medium properties. Assuming a photon
has randomized it’s direction after N′ scattering events, (i.e. after traveling one transport mean free path) it has an equal
probability of being anywhere in the medium at a distance ltr from the point of incidence, regardless of whether it is in a
reversed state or not. So, it follows that for all N greater than N′ the conditional probabilities simply become the probability
of detection pd(N) as the two distributions are no longer dependent. Eqs. 1 and 2 then become
R− = p−(N)pd(N), R+ = p+(N)pd(N) for N > N′ . (6)
For N < N′, the conditional probabilities must be used, as the probability of detecting a photon at a low scattering order
will be largely determined by its helicity. Forward scattered photons will generally overshoot the detector and have much
larger pathlengths than reversed photons, which have turned sharply towards the detector generally after just a single
backscattering event. Note however that for a source detector separation greater than ltr, Eq. 6 is generally valid for all N
because no photons are detected with a scattering order less than N′.
To form the detection probability distribution for a particular experimental setup we use Monte Carlo (MC) modeling
tool developed in house.13, 14 By tracking the random walk of every photon packet the simulation can count the probability
of a photon of scattering order N being detected and, thus, assemble a normalized distribution for pd(N).
Integrating R− and R+ over all N we get the probability of detecting a reversed (I−) or non-reversed (I+) portion of light:
I− =
∫ Nmax
0
R−(N) dN, I+ =
∫ Nmax
0
R+(N) dN , (7)
where Nmax is determined solely by absorption in the case of a semi-infinite medium.
Physical polarimetry experiments discussed in the next section were carried out using the experimental apparatus shown
in Figure 2. Linear polarized light generated by low coherence (≈ 100 µm) laser diode (30 mW, 639 nm, Newport Inc.,
model LQC639-30C) is directed towards the sample and at 55◦ from the normal and circularly RHP light produced by a
quarter wave plate is focused on the medium surface. Scattered light is collected by a second lens focused at a distance
d = 3.5 mm away from the point of incidence (d > ltr). The lens which is angled at 10◦ from the normal then passes light
into the polarimeter (Thorlabs inc. PAX5710VIS) to be analyzed.
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Figure 2. Schematic presentation of the experimental system.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 shows the relative probabilities
I−
I− + I+
,
I+
I− + I+
, (8)
for a range of anisotropy of scattering – g values (red line and blue line respectively). The comparison of the results
obtained by this model with the results of a more complex polarization tracking MC simulation15–17 is also presented in
Figure 3 (respectively, as red squares and blue circles). Here, we implemented MC modeling to track the polarization of
each photon as it propagated through the medium. The calculations have been made for a particular experimental geometry
shown in Figure 2 and discussed below.
As one can see, the relative probability of detecting a reversed photon decreases with increasing anisotropy g in the
range (0.8 < g ≤ 1); g is the mean cosine of scattering angle, g = 〈cos θ〉. This is as expected as a higher anisotropy
causes photons to almost exclusively scatter in a series of forward angles, gradually turning towards the detector. For low
anisotropy (0 ≤ g ≤ 0.8) the relative probabilities are equivalent, this is a result of using the same detection probability
distribution in both cases which was the assumption made resulting in Eq.6. The agreement with the polarization tracking
MC model shows that this was a valid assumption for cases where the source-detector separation is greater than ltr. The
outcome of these two modeling approaches can overall be seen to obey the same trend, with the phenomenological model
predicting a slightly higher prevalence of light with the same helicity as the source for the media with the scattering particles
of high anisotropy.
In order to relate the ratio of RCP and LCP photons to an observable quantity, we consider the superposition of each
photon packet and the resulting bulk signal. The final state of polarization for each photon packet can be characterized by
a Stokes 4-vector:11
S =

S 0
S 1
S 2
S 3
 . (9)
The last element, S 3, of this vector characterizes it’s ellipticity χ, and it’s helicity (sign of χ):
S 3 = S 0 sin χ . (10)
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Figure 3. The results of MC modeling showing the relative number of reversed photons (red line), and non-reversed photons (blue line)
detected as a function of anisotropy of scattering g. Simulated relative number of reversed photons (circles) and non-reversed photons
(squares) exiting the medium as a function of the anisotropy g.
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With a normalized Stokes vector this quantity has a range −1 ≤ S 3 ≤ 1, with left handed states of polarisation taking
negative values, and right handed states of polarisation taking positive values. The final Stokes vector of the resultant
signal is found by the superposition of all photons and can be represented by:18
S =
∑
S j +
∑
j,k
S jk , (11)
where the S jk are the interference terms for all pairs of photons. This term is explained in depth in,18 where it is shown that
the magnitude of the interference term is determined by the degree of coherence of the sources and their relative phases,
as well as by their relative states of polarization. For completely incoherent sources however this term disappears, and we
are left with the simple addition of each individual Stokes vector. For a similar reason if the number of coherent sources
of largely varying pathlength differences increases to a very high number, the S jk term also becomes negligible. Thus,
for low coherent light propagating in a highly scattering medium S 3 is proportional to the ratio of RCP and LCP photons
being detected assuming the magnitudes of each S 3 are equivalently distributed for both negative and positive values. To
confirm this we conducted a physical experiment measuring scattering of circularly RCP light in solutions of polystyrene
micro-spheres.
Water solutions of polystyrene microspheres (Polysciences, Inc.) of 0.35, 0.75 and 1.5 µm in diameters have been used
in the experiments using the apparatus shown in Figure 2. The concentrations of the polystyrene microspheres in all three
solutions have been chosen to match the same scattering coefficient µs = 4.57mm−1. The resulting states of polarization
are shown on Figure 4 in comparison with the results of MC simulation. The Poincare´ Sphere has been used as a simple
graphical tool to observe changes of the Stokes vector for semi-infinite scattering medium.19 As one can see the bulk
polarization state measured from the medium with the highest scattering anisotropy (1.5µm spheres) has the highest overall
ellipticity, or S 3 component. The overall trend between ellipticity and changes of anisotropy of scattering is clearly seen
between all three samples. These results are well agreed with the the results of MC simulation (see Figure 4) showing the
increase of the probability of successive forward scattering events, also predicted by phenomenological model presented
above.
Figure 4. The signature of Stokes vector of RCP light scattered in water solutions of polystyrene microspheres with three particle sizes
shown on the Poincare´ Sphere by crosses, the circles show the results of MC modeling for the same optical properties of scattering
samples and geometry of experiment.
To further establish this technique we conducted feasibility experiments using samples of cancerous and healthy kidney
tissue from human patients, chosen for its relative uniformity compared with other human tissue types. Samples were
biopsied from living patients and set in paraffin wax with one side exposed for observations. Shown here in Figure 5 are
the averaged polarization states of detected light scattering from healthy (lower) and cancerous (upper) samples complete
with standard deviation.
With a RCP circular incident state of polarization we can see on the Figure 5 that the ellipticity (latitude on the sphere)
is higher for the cancerous samples. This is expected to be a result of the increased average size of cell nuclei (as can be
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Figure 5. The Stokes vector of light scattered from healthy kidney tissue (lower circle) and cancerous kidney tissue (upper circle) plotted
on the Poincare´ sphere with corresponding microscope images. Also plotted are the simulated polarizations for healthy kidney tissue
(lower square) and cancerous kidney tissue (upper square). Incident light is right handed
seen in the corresponding microscope images, see Figure 5). This leads to higher anisotropy and an increase in successive
forward scattering events contributing to the signal where co-polarized helicity dominates. Also included on the figure is
the MC simulation results using approximated medium properties for each tissue type and system geometry equivalent to
that in Figure 2. The simulation shows very good agreement with the experimental results, and helps demonstrate that
alterations to biological tissues are resolvable using the specific geometry of the polarization measurement system.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Alternative studies20 that utilize linear polarized light for probing the structure of living epithelial cells in situ, also demon-
strated changes to the signature of scattered light with the increase of cells size in cancerous samples of tissues. The
approach presented here can avoid the limitations associated with fast depolarization of linear polarised light due to mul-
tiple scattering in such media consisting of large scattering particles. Furthermore a link between anisotropy of scattering
and the ellipticity of detected light has been outlined which does not require full Muller matrix characterization. As a result
we have a method which has the potential to categorize bulk morphology data of an array of different tissue types in real
time. By analogy to the diffusing-wave spectroscopy21 we call this approach diffusing-wave polarimetry, and illustrate its
utility in diagnostic purpose by probing cancerous and non-cancerous tissue samples in vitro. Diffusing-wave polarimetry
provides a good foundation for future work implementing non-invasive diagnostic techniques for early disease detection.
The key is understanding within this context the dependence of scattering on the size, shape, refractive index, and number
density of scattering particles. Once this is accomplished, categorizing of certain tissue types can begin and the knowledge
can be used in practical situations for medical diagnostics.
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